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Abstract: Dialogue relation extraction identifies semantic relations between entity pairs in dialogues.
This research explores a methodology harnessing the potential of prompt-based fine-tuning paired
with a trigger-generation approach. Capitalizing on the intrinsic knowledge of pre-trained language
models, this strategy employs triggers that underline the relation between entities decisively. In
particular, diverging from the conventional extractive methods seen in earlier research, our study
leans towards a generative manner for trigger generation. The dialogue-based relation extraction
(DialogeRE) benchmark dataset features multi-utterance environments of colloquial speech by mul-
tiple speakers, making it critical to capture meaningful clues for inferring relational facts. In the
benchmark, empirical results reveal significant performance boosts in few-shot scenarios, where the
availability of examples is notably limited. Nevertheless, the scarcity of ground-truth triggers for
training hints at potential further refinements in the trigger-generation module, especially when am-
ple examples are present. When evaluating the challenges of dialogue relation extraction, combining
prompt-based learning with trigger generation offers pronounced improvements in both full-shot
and few-shot scenarios. Specifically, integrating a meticulously crafted manual initialization method
with the prompt-based model—considering prior distributional insights and relation class seman-
tics—substantially surpasses the baseline. However, further advancements in trigger generation are
warranted, especially in data-abundant contexts, to maximize performance enhancements.

Keywords: dialogue relation extraction; information extraction; trigger generation; prompt-based learning

1. Introduction

Relation extraction (RE) aims to extract structured knowledge from unstructured text
and is widely used in various downstream tasks such as knowledge base construction and
question answering [1]. Although most existing RE systems focus on sentence-level RE
and have achieved promising results on several benchmark datasets [2,3], they are limited
in their representation ability to extract relational facts from multiple sentences [4]. The
capability only to capture intra-sentence relational facts cannot cover numerous relational
facts that appear across multiple sentences in a document or with more than one speaker
in a dialogue, and understanding inter-sentence and intra-document information is more
significant in practical scenarios [5,6]. Therefore, several studies have shifted their focus to-
ward more challenging but practical RE tasks that require extracting relational information
from more extended and complicated contexts, such as documents and dialogues [7,8].

The dialogue-based relation extraction (DialogRE) task aims to predict the relation(s)
between two entities that appear in an entire dialogue and requires the cross-sentence RE
technique in the conversational setting with multi-speakers and multi-utterances [9]. Due
to the multi-occurrences of speakers and utterances in a dialogue, meaningful information
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that supports the relational facts is spread over the entire dialogue, resulting in low rela-
tional information density. To effectively capture and understand the scattered relational
information in a dialogue, it is essential to directly exploit the pre-trained language model
(PLM) knowledge by appropriately guiding the model on which information is significant
in the conversation [10]. Therefore, to leverage the knowledge inherent in PLM and guide
it to identify important information in conversations, we adopt a prompt-based fine-tuning
approach along with a trigger generation method in the DialogRE task.

Concerning the direct exploitation of the knowledge of PLM first, a prompt-based
learning approach has been proposed and is advantageous in consistency in learning.
Unlike the conventional fine-tuning approach, which utilizes the representation of a special
classification token [CLS] from an additional classifier, the prompt-based learning approach
directly exploits the learned knowledge of a pre-trained language model by alleviating
discrepancy [11]. In particular, a prompt-based approach using PLMs such as Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [12] solves downstream tasks by
regarding them as a cloze task using the [MASK] token as a direct predictor, resulting in
bridging the gap of learning objectives between pre-training phase and downstream task.

Moreover, providing appropriate guidance on which contextual representation is
remarkable for the model in the DialogRE system helps to alleviate the challenge of dialogue
relation extraction due to the low relational information density. The trigger, which can be
described as a potential explanatory element, is defined as “the smallest span of continuous
text that clearly indicates the existence of a given relation” and plays an essential role in
understanding contextual features in the dialogue [9]. Table 1 shows a dialogue example
that contains multiple entity pairs and triggers. For example, the first relation (R1) can
be easily predicted when the word “mom” is accurately captured and predicted by the
model, but there are no triggers aidful for the prediction in the cases of the relation types
R3 and R4. As the amount of annotated triggers in the dataset is limited, this scarcity of
triggers leads to the difficulty in providing guidance on which information is significant to
the model for predicting relations between a given entity pair.

Table 1. This table demonstrates an example of DialogRE data. The triggers are bold and the entities
are underlined in the given dialogue. They are scattered throughout the dialogue, resulting in low
relational information density.

Dialogue

1 Speaker 1, Speaker 2: Hi
2 Speaker 3: Hi! Hey mom.
3 Speaker 4: This is such a great party! 35 years. Very impressive, do you guys have

any pearls of wisdom?
4 Speaker 2: Jack?
5 Speaker 1: Why would you serve food on such a sharp stick?
6 Speaker 3: That’s a good question, dad. That’s a good question . . .
7 Speaker 4: Hmmm . . .

Argument pair Trigger Relation Type

R1 (Speaker 3, Speaker 2) mom per:parents
R2 (Speaker 1, Speaker 3) dad per:children
R3 (Speaker 1, Speaker 2) none per:spouse
R4 (Speaker 1, Jack) none per:alternate_names

To these ends, we explore a prompt-based learner with trigger generation for dialogue
relation extraction to take advantage of the inherent knowledge in PLMs and guide them
to identify crucial information in dialogues. Specifically, the DialogRE downstream task
is solved with the prompt-based masked-language modeling (MLM) objective, and also
the effectiveness of utilization and manual initialization of prompt tokens is analyzed.
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In addition, the potential of the generated triggers by utilizing the generative approach
is explored.

The contributions of this study are summarized in three parts. (1) We present a
prompt-based fine-tuning approach with a trigger generation method that alleviates the
challenges of dialogue relation extraction. (2) We demonstrate that the prompt-based
method, including the manual initialization method in our approach, significantly im-
proves performance on the DialogRE task compared to the baseline model. (3) Moreover,
we explore the effectiveness of extracted triggers by a generative approach and analyze
their limitation with analytical experiments. By exploring these trigger-generation- and
prompt-based approaches, our research aims to capture potential ways to directly leverage
the model’s implicit knowledge and guide the model to meaningful clues for dialogue
relation extraction.

The remaining parts of this manuscript are organized into the following sections. In
Section 2, previous works related to dialogue relation extraction (Section 2.1), prompt-based
learning (Section 2.2) and trigger generation (Section 2.3) are introduced. Section 3 first
explains the overall structure of our approach (Section 3.1), and the following sections
consist of the descriptions of the trigger generation method (Section 3.2), the construction
process of inputs including prompts (Section 3.3) and the deliberate initialization method
of inserted prompts (Section 3.4). Afterward, Section 4 covers experimental results and
findings, and Section 5 presents various analyses on the effectiveness of trigger- and prompt-
based approaches. Finally, Section 6 concludes by summarizing the purpose and findings
of this study.

2. Related Works
2.1. Dialogue-Based Relation Extraction

Relation extraction (RE) is a task to extract appropriate relation types between two
entities from the given text, and the extracted structured information plays a critical role in
information extraction and knowledge base construction [13]. Although typical RE systems
have achieved promising results on several sentence-level RE benchmark datasets [3,14],
due to the limitations of extracting relational facts from a single sentence in practical
life, several studies concentrate on RE tasks in a more complicated and lengthy context,
such as document and dialogue. In line with this research trend, the inter-sentence RE
ability to consider the relations of entities scattered across multiple sentences or utterances
is essential. Additionally, cross-sentence RE, which aims to identify relations between
an entity pair not mentioned in the same sentence or relations that any single sentence
cannot support, is an essential step in building knowledge bases from large-scale corpora
automatically [5,15,16].

Although dialogues readily exhibit cross-sentence relations, most existing RE studies
put their attention on texts from formal genres, such as professionally written and edited
news reports [17–19], while dialogues have been under-studied. To this end, to deal with
a conversational environment based on English Friends transcripts, the dialogue-based
relation extraction (DialogRE) dataset was proposed [9]. Through this corpus, it is possible
to train the model to capture relational facts that appear in dialogue effectively.

2.2. Prompt-Based Learning

In the previous DialogRE benchmark studies, the fine-tuning method is prevalently
employed on PLMs such as BERT [12] and RoBERTa [20], and promising performances have
been shown [21]. For example, there is an approach that made embeddings of objects using
a gate mechanism [22] and another approach that used multi-turn embeddings and meta-
information, such as whether an entity exists in dialogue, then constructed a graph, and fed
the graphs into graph convolutional neural networks [23]. Additionally, studies have been
conducted to improve relation extraction performance while maintaining a complex model
structure based on graph features such as bi-graph and document-level heterogeneous
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graphs [24,25]. Liu et al. [26] attempt a hierarchical understanding of dialogue context by
leveraging turn-level attention.

However, the general fine-tuning approach leads to discrepancies as the training
objectives in the fine-tuning phase for the downstream task are different from those used
in the pre-training phase, resulting in the degraded generalization capability [11]. For
example, for the training of the BERT model, the learning through the [MASK] token is
only employed in the pre-training step, and an extra classification layer is utilized in the
fine-tuning step.

The prompt-based learning approach is proposed to alleviate the gap by increasing
the consistency of learning objectives and effectively exploiting the learned knowledge of
pre-trained language models (PLMs) in the downstream tasks. Unlike fine-tuning requiring
adding extra layers on top of the PLMs, several prompt-based learning studies solve the
downstream task with MLM objective by directly predicting the textual response to a
given template. They employ the PLM directly as a predictor by completing a cloze task,
thereby directly leveraging the knowledge of PLM learned in the pre-training step [10,11].
Specifically, the prompt-based learning approach updates the original input based on the
template and predicts the label words with the [MASK] token. Afterwards, the model
maps predicted label words to corresponding task-specific class sets. Several studies on
the prompt-based learning approach have shown superior performance in low-resource
setting [27–29]. Moreover, recent prompt-based approaches, combined with methods such
as contrastive learning, are showing significant progress in various classification tasks, and
their utilization not only in the field of classification but also for controlled text generation
is encouraged [30–32].

2.3. Trigger Generation

Recent several DialogRE studies focus on utilizing additional explanations on the web
and document text-based approach, and this tendency is also similar in natural language
understanding tasks [33,34]. For example, the text in a study consisting of both weakly
supervised examples that can be used for supervised pre-training and human-annotated
examples comes from various publicly available sources on the internet that offer multiple
domains and writing styles [18,35]. A common characteristic of these studies is that
searching for additional explanatory information that can be conclusive evidence within
the text is essential.

In a similar context, a study has also been devised that uses triggers, i.e., key evidence
in DialogRE, as additional explanatory information [36]. In detail, the study tried to identify
trigger spans in a given context using multi-tasking BERT and, accordingly, to leverage such
signals to improve relation extraction. Similarly, An et al. [37] also attempt to exploit the
trigger information by utilizing an extractive way. However, related studies are insufficient
compared to the importance of utilizing triggers in dialogue relation extraction, and in
particular, it is difficult to find a method using generative approaches.

3. Materials and Method

We explore an approach to enhance the capturing capability of pre-trained language
models (PLMs) by exploiting a prompt-based learning approach and to guide on the crucial
information, i.e., generated triggers for the dialogue relation extraction. In the DialogeRE
task, each example X consists of a dialogue D = {s1:u1, s2:u2, . . . , sN :uN}, subject entity e1,
and object entity e2, where sn is the n-th speaker and un is the corresponding utterance.
Please note that the following parts denote the entity pair (e1, e2) as E. When X = {D, E}
is given, the dialogue-based relation extraction (DialogRE) task aims to predict an appro-
priate relation r ∈ R from the set of pre-defined relations R between entities e1 and e2 by
understanding D and capturing the scattered helpful information in it.
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3.1. Prompt Language Learner with Trigger Generation

Figure 1 illustrates the model overview of our approach. Given an input text X,
triggers regarded as informative in the dialogue are generated based on the dialogue D.
Subsequently, these triggers are utilized to construct a prompt-based format for the input
text using pre-defined prompt templates, which will be explained in detail in Section 3.3.
The input with the prompt template is then fed into an appropriate model with a different
learning objective, i.e., fine-tuning or prompt-based fine-tuning, depending on the type of
the constructed input. When employing prompt-based fine-tuning, the model is trained to
fill [MASK] token with a virtual relational token for each relation label. To that end, we add
relational tokens to the model’s vocabulary, which correspond to specific relation classes,
such as [per:friends] for the ‘per:friends’ relation label.
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Figure 1. This figure demonstrates the overall model architecture. The model solved the task with the
tokens from a model’s vocabulary with the task’s formalization as an MLM problem. For example,
the label words in the prompt-based fine-tuning phase are from the model’s vocabulary. Descriptions
of each module (a), (b), and (c) are provided in each subsection.

Our approach is composed of the following three parts; (i) trigger generation,
(ii) prompt-based fine-tuning method and (iii) the manual initialization of prompt to-
kens. The methods are applied to the basic dialogue relation extraction model BERTs [9].
With regard to the type of utilized methods, the relation prediction models are cat-
egorized into five types; (a) GenTr, (b) MLM, (c) GenTr + MLM, (d) MLM + minit,
(e) GenTr + MLM + minit. BERTs and GenTr follow the previous fine-tuning approach,
and MLM, GenTr + MLM, MLM + minit and GenTr + MLM + minit follow the prompt-
based fine-tuning approach.

3.2. Trigger Generation

Since triggers are absent in a significant number of examples in the dataset, we
intend to consider the critical information in predicting an appropriate relation by directly
generating it. Unlike the explicit span extraction method, the generative approach is
expected to produce implicit answers. The purpose of the generated triggers is to enhance
the relation prediction capability by feeding them as one of the input features of the model.
In contrast to previous trigger-related studies, our approach employs a generative model
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with an encoder-decoder architecture, considering both the given entity pair (e1, e2) and
the given dialogue D.

Our trigger generation module is illustrated in part (a) in Figure 1. This module
generates GenTr (generated triggers) considering the given context and entity pair, thereby
identifying the relation r using D and entity pair E, i.e., f (D, E)→ R. A single entity pair
can include multiple relations in this process. As shown in the left part of Figure 1, the trig-
ger generation module consists of encoder-decoder architecture by adopting the pre-trained
BART [38] model. The input in fine-tuning step is constructed as “<s> D </s> E </s>”. The
module is taught to identify optimal triggers by defining the triggers of some examples
where triggers exist as labels among the examples in the DialogRE dataset, and to generate
triggers using the decoder of BART model. The number of generated triggers may be one or
several, and the triggers generated in this way are also used as input features to the relation
prediction module in the later step. Specifically, for given D, E, the trigger generator is
trained as follows:

P(TR|D, E) =
n

∏
i=1

p(ri|D, E, tr<i, θ), (1)

where TR is the ground-truth trigger sequence to generate and θ is the parameter set of the
trigger generation module.

3.3. Input Construction

This phase is depicted in part (b) in Figure 1. To explore the effectiveness of the
relation prediction based on how to construct the input structure, we distinguish the input
structure construction approach into two objectives; fine-tuning and prompt-based fine-
tuning. Following the widely used fine-tuning approach, we investigate the efficacy of the
generated triggers. For the prompt-based fine-tuning approach, we explore the specific
structure of a prompt template as it significantly impacts overall model performance.
Thus, we systematically investigated the impact of different prompt design choices on
the quality of extracted relations. In other words, the input design is constructed as six
types depending on whether the generated triggers or prompt tokens are included, and
the prompts are manually initialized. The set of input construction types is denoted as
TYPE, i.e., {GenTr, MLM, GenTr + MLM, MLM + minit, GenTr + MLM + minit}, and a
template function, T(·), is defined to map each example X to Ttype∈TYPE(X). Our input
construction is employed to the input structure of BERTs [9] model, the baseline model
for verifying the impact of our presented methods, and the input of BERTs is defined as
“[CLS] D [SEP] e1 [SEP] e2 [SEP]”

To utilize the generated triggers when a dialogue D is given, we define DGenTr as the
dialogue where the phrases or words identical to the generated triggers are marked with
trigger marker [trig]. Afterwards, the input, which consists of DGenTr and an entity pair
(e1, e2), is constructed by employing the template function TGenTr as follows and is fed into
the fine-tuning model:

TGenTr(X) = ′′[CLS] DGenTr [SEP] e1 [SEP] e2 [SEP] GenTr [SEP]′′. (2)

To leverage the parametric capability of PLM into the DialogRE task using the prompt-
based fine-tuning approach, we regard the downstream task as an MLM problem. The
MLM input type TMLM(X) is constructed by adding [MASK] token to the input structure of
BERTs model, and the generated triggers are added on it to compose the MLM input type
with the generated triggers TGenTr+MLM(X) as follows:

TMLM(X) = ′′[CLS] D [SEP] e1 [MASK] e2 [SEP]′′, (3)

TGenTr+MLM(X) = ′′[CLS] DGenTr [SEP] e1 [MASK] e2 [SEP] GenTr [SEP]′′. (4)

Finally, as additional information such as entity type or distributional information
can be employed as a guiding indicator for the model in the prompt-based approach, we
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construct input designs TMLM+minit(X) and TGenTr+MLM+minit(X) by inserting additional
prompt tokens based on the template function TMLM and injecting the additional knowl-
edge. Specifically, the prompt tokens [subj] and [obj] are inserted in front of each entity,
and additional information (i.e., entity type information) is injected into the prompt tokens
by initializing them deliberately. The detailed formulation of this prompt initialization
method is described in the following Section 3.4. Therefore, the input structures for the
manual initialization of prompt tokens are designed as follows:

TMLM+minit(X) = ′′[CLS] D [SEP] [subj] e1 [MASK] [obj] e2 [SEP]′′, (5)

TGenTr+MLM+minit(X) =
′′[CLS] DGenTr [SEP] [subj] e1 [MASK] [obj] e2 [SEP] [trig] GenTr [SEP]′′.

(6)

3.4. Prompt Manual Initialization

As described in the previous Section 3.3, the prompt tokens [subj] and [obj] in-
serted in the input are initialized with the prior distributions of entity types for the entities
resulting in the learning of distributional knowledge for the model. In other words, the
injection of distributional information is expected to help predict the relation(s) between
an entity pair when they effectively learn the distribution of entity types. Specifically,
inspired by previous studies on the manual initialization of prompts [39,40], we define
the entity types as ET ={"Person", "Organization", "Geographical entity", "Value", "String"},
exploiting the pre-defined types in the DialogRE dataset. For a given prompt token
a ∈ {[subj], [obj]} corresponding to each entity e1 and e2, we estimate the prior distri-
butions of the entity types φa by calculating frequency in the dataset over ET as follows:

ẽ(a) = ∑
et∈ET

φa
et · e(et), a ∈ {[subj], [obj]}, (7)

where e(·) is the embedding from the PLM and ẽ(·) is the initialized embedding of the
prompt tokens.

Additionally, each relation representation is deliberately initialized by appending the
set of virtual relational tokens V corresponding to the relation classes into the model’s
vocabulary and initializing them with the implicit semantics of the relations as aforemen-
tioned in Section 3.1. Suppose that the i-th semantic words set corresponding to the i-th
component of V, i.e., the i-th virtual relational token vi, is denoted as Ci. Specifically,
vi is computed by obtaining the average embedding of the semantic words set Ci. For
instance, when the corresponding relational token of the relation label ‘per:place_of_residence’
is [per:place_of_residence], we initialize the token by aggregating the embeddings of
the semantic words in the set, i.e., {“person”, “place”, “of”, “residence”}. To be elaborated
formally, the representation of vi is calculated as follows:

ẽ(vi) =
1
|Ci|

|Ci |

∑
j

e(cj), (8)

where ẽ(·) is the initialized embedding of the relation representation and cj is the j-th
component of Ci. These deliberate initialization processes are shown in part (c) in Figure 1.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments consist of a full-shot setting and a few-shot setting. In the few-shot
setting, K, i.e., the number of examples given at once to train the model is set to three
cases; 8, 16, 32. The dialogue-based relation extraction (DialogRE) dataset has two versions
(v1 and v2), and the updated version fixed a few annotation errors, resulting in increased
prediction difficulty for models; we used the second version.
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The performance of each model was measured with F1 and F1c scores. The F1c
score is the metric proposed in the DialogRE task for supplementing the F1 score in the
conversational setting. Specifically, instead of being provided an entire dialogue, the model
has to predict with only the utterances where an entity pair and phrases corresponding
to the trigger first appear. The performance was measured as the average result of three
different seeds.

The T5-large [41] model, a representative generative model with encoder-decoder
architecture, was adopted for the trigger generation module. Also, BERTs, the model
proposed in the previous study [9], was adopted for the relation extraction baseline. The
model adjusts the form of the input sequence by proposing a new template instead of
inserting the special tokens to mark the start and end positions of entities. BERTs and our
models were trained with the backbone of BERT-base [12] using the DialogRE train data.
The hyperparameters for the training are as follows: 512 of sequence length, 8 of batch size,
and training occurs during 30 epochs using AdamW [42] optimizer with weight decay 0.01.

4.2. Experimental Results
4.2.1. Full-Shot Setting

Table 2 demonstrates the performance change of the models to which our methods
were applied compared to the baseline model BERTs. All our models achieved performance
improvement in F1 and F1c scores of the development set, and those models showed a
similar overall tendency except for the model with the generated triggers (GenTr) in the
development set. The F1 score of the GenTr model in the development set decreased by
0.14%p compared to the baseline model. In particular, the model with MLM and manual
initialization methods (MLM + minit) showed the overall highest performance across the
development and test set results. Compared to the BERTs model, the MLM + minit model
showed 4.32%p and 3.57%p improved performance at F1 and F1c score, respectively, in the
development set and achieved 3.75%p and 3.31%p of performance gains in the test set.

Table 2. This table shows the main experimental results in a full-shot setting. The * mark indicates the
re-implemented version. P and R indicate precision score and recall score, respectively. In addition,
F1c score is the F1 score in the conversational setting. The best performance is bold and the second
best is underlined.

Full-Shot Setting

Method
Dev Test

P R F1 Pc Rc F1c P R F1 Pc Rc F1c

BERTs * 61.14 62.50 61.81 63.84 51.27 56.86 59.46 60.58 59.94 63.33 49.09 55.29
+GenTr 62.91 63.24 63.07 65.00 51.72 57.60 59.00 60.68 59.80 63.20 49.45 55.48
+MLM 62.88 64.20 63.52 65.59 52.94 58.58 62.27 62.29 62.27 65.43 50.69 57.12
+GenTr +MLM 65.09 64.76 64.92 67.07 53.38 59.44 61.13 60.95 61.03 65.42 50.13 56.76
+MLM +minit 65.47 66.81 66.13 67.94 54.43 60.43 64.00 63.44 63.69 67.04 52.05 58.60
+GenTr +MLM +minit 64.92 66.35 65.62 67.98 53.99 60.18 61.18 62.67 61.90 67.19 50.86 57.87

Although the GenTr model showed 1.26%p, 0.74%p of performance gains in the
development set at F1 and F1c scores, it showed only a slight increase or decrease with
the amount of approximately 0.1%p in the test set. Moreover, when comparing GenTr,
MLM and GenTr + MLM models, in the development set, the model in which the MLM
method and the generated triggers were used together (GenTr + MLM) showed the best
performance with 64.92 of F1 and 59.44 of F1c scores, whereas in the test set, the model in
which only the masked-language modeling (MLM) method was used (MLM) performed
the highest with 62.27 and 57.12.

Figure 2 illustrates the difference between the F1 score and F1c score for each model.
This can be interpreted as the smaller the deviation, the more consistent the performance
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is in conversation settings. First, in the validation set on the left, the results of all models
except the MLM model are located above that of the baseline (BERTs). In contrast, in
the test set on the right, the difference between the F1 score and F1c score of the MLM
model and the MLM + minit model is larger than that of the baseline, and the differences
of the other models are observed to be located under the baseline. According to these
results, the results of the validation set may make it seem as if the impact of the provision
of triggers and prompt-based approaches is inconsistent in conversation settings. However,
regarding the unseen data of the test set, the model that provided the trigger (GenTr) and
the GenTr + MLM and GenTr + MLM + minit models that also applied the prompt-based
method show less difference between F1 and F1c scores, implying the effectiveness of
the simultaneous application of trigger provision and prompt-based methods in practical
inference situations.

Figure 2. This figure illustrates the difference between F1 and F1c performance of each model. The
figure on the left is the result from the validation set, and the figure on the right is the result from the
test set. The dotted lines indicate BERTs, the baseline model, and each dot (*) represents the results of
models to which each methodology was applied. Red dots represent the results of the fine-tuned
model, and blue dots represent those of the prompt-based model.

4.2.2. Few-Shot Setting

Table 3 shows the few-shot results according to the number of shots K. In the devel-
opment set, the model where MLM and manual initialization were used (MLM + minit)
obtained the overall highest scores both at F1 and F1c scores regardless of K, demonstrating
significant performance improvements compared to the baseline model. For example,
when K is 8, the MLM + minit model outperformed the BERTs model by 12.04%p and
10.93%p at F1 and F1c scores, respectively.

In the test set, except for the F1 score of K = 8, the MLM + minit also showed the
overall highest performances at F1 and F1c scores, achieving 10.23%p, 4.27%p, 4.51%p of
performance improvements at F1 and 8.88%p, 3.7%p and 2.43%p at F1c, when K is 8, 16 and
32, respectively, compared to the baseline BERTs. When K is 8, the model that demonstrated
the highest test F1 score is the model with the generated triggers, MLM method and manual
initialization method (GenTr + MLM + minit), showing 37.95.

In particular, when the generated triggers were supplemented to the baseline model
(GenTr), the model demonstrated the most significant performance increase when K is 8,
showing a performance gain of 8 points: 6.15%p and 5.92%p at F1 and F1c scores in the
development set and 4.04%p and 3.57%p in the test set. In the case of K = 32 of the test
set, the F1 and F1c scores of the GenTr model marginally dropped by 0.84%p and 1.56%p,
respectively. Additionally, unlike with the full-shot setting, among the GenTr, MLM and
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GenTr + MLM models, the model with both the MLM method and the generated triggers
(GenTr + MLM) did not guarantee the best overall performance in the development set,
and the MLM model did not achieve the most significant overall performance increase in
the test set. According to the change in K, the model with the most performance among the
three has changed.

Table 3. This table shows the relation extraction results in the few-shot setting. K indicates the number
of shots, i.e., the number of samples given, and consists of 8, 16 and 32. The * mark indicates the
re-implemented version. The best performance is bold and the second best is underlined.

Few-Shot Setting

Method

Dev Test
K = 8 K = 16 K = 32 K = 8 K = 16 K = 32

F1 F1c F1 F1c F1 F1c F1 F1c F1 F1c F1 F1c

BERTs * 27.56 26.30 41.49 38.61 47.87 44.17 27.67 26.49 42.84 40.11 48.71 45.55
+ GenTr 33.71 32.22 46.26 42.47 49.86 45.25 31.71 30.47 44.83 41.46 47.87 43.99
+ MLM 28.41 25.67 39.48 35.79 48.25 43.49 28.52 25.88 43.17 38.72 50.35 45.15
+ GenTr + MLM 32.95 30.43 45.76 41.27 51.03 46.46 30.86 28.78 43.92 39.21 48.01 44.08
+ MLM + minit 39.60 37.23 48.27 44.59 53.20 48.20 37.90 35.37 47.11 43.81 53.22 47.98
+ GenTr + MLM + minit 38.97 36.43 46.48 43.25 51.16 46.65 37.95 35.36 45.63 42.29 49.66 45.51

Figure 3 demonstrates the performance change according to the K value of each model
in the few-shot settings of the test set. The chart on the left shows the change in the F1
score according to the K value, and the chart on the right shows the change in the F1c score.
Regardless of the change in K value, the MLM + minit and GenTr + MLM + minit models
consistently show better or similar performance than the baseline model (BERTs) in both
F1 and F1c. On the other hand, the GenTr and GenTr + MLM models outperformed the
baseline performance when the K value was low in both F1 and F1c, but as the K value
increased, the increase was observed to be smaller than that of the baseline’s performance.
Based on these results, it can be recognized that leveraging the prompt-based technique
along with deliberate initialization of inserted prompts ensures consistent performance
across few-shot environments.

Figure 3. This figure illustrates performance changes depending on the value of K (number of shots).
The x-axis represents K values, and the y-axis represents F1 (left) and F1c (right) performances of
each model. The * mark indicates the re-implemented version.
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5. Discussion

In this section, we analyze several findings based on the main results presented above
(Tables 2 and 3) and additional experimental results.

5.1. Learning Distributional Knowledge with Prompt Manual Initialization Is Advantageous

According to Tables 2 and 3, the model with the overall highest performances in both
full-shot and few-shot settings is the MLM + minit model. Moreover, the performance gap
between the MLM + minit model and the MLM model is considerable, showing at least
1.48%p of improvement both at F1 and F1c in the full-shot setting. We assume that as the
MLM model does not contain prompt tokens for an entity pair, i.e., [subj] and [obj],
and its relation representation is randomly initialized, the model has difficulty learning the
distribution of the training dataset, compared to the MLM + minit model. Therefore, it is
confirmed that injecting the knowledge on the entity type distribution and the semantic
information from relation classes is effective, as presented in the previous study [40].

5.2. Generated Triggers Are Apt to Be Practical When Given a Small Number of Examples

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, providing triggers was more effective when only a
few examples were given regardless of the learning objectives, i.e., the fine-tuning and
prompt-based fine-tuning approaches.

First, compared with the performance of the baseline model, the fine-tuning model
with the generated triggers (GenTr) showed that the full-shot performance slightly dropped
by 0.14%p at F1 score in the test set, and the performance in the 32-shot setting also
decreased by 0.84%p, implying inconsistent effectiveness. However, compared to the
full-shot or 32-shot setting K = 32), the GenTr model in the 8- or 16-shot setting showed
more significant performance gains, achieving 4.04%p and 1.99%p of improvements at
the F1 score and 3.98%p and 1.35%p of increase at F1c score in the test set, respectively.
This tendency of performance changes was similarly shown at the F1c score, achieving
improvements of at least 1.62%p in the 8- and 16-shot settings, whereas only a minor
performance increase or decrease is shown in the full-shot and 32-shot settings.

In addition, the GenTr + MLM model corresponding to the prompt-based fine-tuning
approach with the generated triggers also demonstrated similar results. In the 8- and
16-shot settings of the test set, it showed higher performances at F1 and F1c scores by
2.34%p and 2.9%p (K = 8) and by 0.75%p and 0.49%p (K = 16) than the prompt-based model
without the generated triggers (MLM). In contrast, the MLM model achieved higher
performances in the 32-shot and the full-shot settings. These results are to be interpreted
that the provided triggers serve as helpful clues in a setting with little data to train on,
regardless of the learning objectives.

5.3. A Critical Point Is How Appropriate Triggers Are Generated

The generative approach for the triggers did not demonstrate significant performance
improvement, particularly in the 32-shot and the full-shot settings. We attribute this minor
performance gain to the insufficient quality of the generated triggers, as the annotated
ground-truth triggers in the dataset for training are highly scarce. Therefore, we conducted
additional comparison experiments to analyze this assumption in detail by changing the
type of PLM and inserting an additional input feature.

Tables 4 and 5 show the efficacy comparison of the generated triggers according to
the type of trigger generation models. We compared two typical generative pre-trained
language models (PLMs) with encoder-decoder architecture, T5 and BART [38]. Specifically,
T5-large and BART-large models are adopted for the trigger generation module, and the
fine-tuned models with the generated triggers by each model are shown as GenTr (T5)
and GenTr (BART), respectively. In the full-shot setting, GenTr (T5) outperformed GenTr
(BART) by approximately 0.5%p both at F1 and F1c scores in the development set, but in
the test set, GenTr (BART) demonstrated approximately 0.3%p higher scores. Moreover,
the GenTr (T5) model showed higher overall performance improvements than the GenTr
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(BART) in the few-shot setting except for the F1c score when K is 32. In regard to these
results, we assume that the T5 model more effectively handled the problem of lack of
triggers to learn due to its large parameter size than the BART model, but we found that
this was not a determinant factor.

Table 4. This table shows the comparison in performance based on the generative model type of
generated triggers. BART and T5 models were used for the trigger generation task. GenTr (w/rel) model
refers to a case where relation class information is provided as an input feature when generating a trigger.
The values in parentheses indicate the change in performance compared to the baseline model. The *
mark indicates the re-implemented version.

Full-Shot Setting

Method
Dev Test

F1 F1c F1 F1c

BERTs * 61.81 56.86 59.94 55.29

+ GenTr (T5) 63.07 (+1.26) 57.60 (+0.74) 59.80 (−0.14) 55.48 (+0.19)
+ GenTr (BART) 62.58 (+0.77) 57.07 (+0.21) 60.16 (+0.22) 55.83 (+0.54)

+ GenTr (w/rel) 75.21 (+13.4) 67.47 (+10.61) 73.36 (+13.42) 65.63 (+10.34)

Table 5. This table demonstrates the performance comparison between T5 and BART models in the
few-shot setting. K indicates the number of shots, and results from the test set are provided. The
values in parentheses indicate the change in performance compared to the baseline model. The *
mark indicates the re-implemented version.

Few-Shot Setting

Method

Shot
K = 8 K = 16 K = 32

F1 F1c F1 F1c F1 F1c

BERTs* 27.67 26.49 42.84 40.11 48.71 45.55

+ GenTr (T5) 31.71
(+4.04)

30.47
(+3.98)

44.83
(+1.99)

41.46
(+1.35)

47.87
(+0.84)

43.99
(−1.56)

+ GenTr (BART) 28.69
(+1.02)

29.54
(+3.05)

43.64
(+0.80)

40.94
(+0.83)

48.73
(+0.02)

45.07
(−0.48)

In addition, GenTr (w/rel) in the full-shot setting indicates a model where the triggers
were generated by providing the relation class r as an additional training input feature, and
the input for this model is constructed as “<s> D </s> E </s> r </s>”. Utilizing the triggers
generated in this way led to an exponential increase in the relation prediction performances,
achieving performance improvements of more than 10%p at F1 and F1c scores in both data
splits. This result confirms the significance of providing appropriately generated triggers
to the model as demonstrated in the previous paper [9]. Table 6 shows an example of the
comparison between the generated triggers by the three model types, i.e., GenTr (T5), GenTr
(BART) and GenTr (w/rel). In the case of the first relation (R1), all three models generated
“boyfriend” as a trigger, whereas only the GenTr (w/rel) model correctly generated a trigger
“love”, for the second relation (R2). In addition to the given examples in the table, there are
several cases in which only the model with the triggers generated using relation classes as
an additional input feature correctly predicted triggers, such as a trigger “husband” for the
relation “per:spouse”. In other words, redundant phrases.

Thus, with regard to the trigger generation method, we conclude that simply providing
a dialogue and an entity pair as input features for generation is insufficient to guide the
generative model effectively on the critical contextual information due to the scarcity of
the annotated triggers. Moreover, to play a decisive role, triggers should be generated by
supplementing the input features with another complement with informational importance
comparable to the relation class r. Based on this perspective, discovering the additional
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significant features for improving the trigger generation procedure even without relation
classes will be our future work.

Table 6. This table shows an example of the generated triggers by three model types (GenTr (T5),
GenTr (BART) and GenTr (w/rel)) in the DialogRE development set. GenTr (w/rel) is a model where
relation class information is provided as an input feature when generating a trigger. The ground-truth
triggers (GT Trigger) and the generated triggers (GenTr) by the models are bolded. R1 (R2) indicates
the given relational information.

Dialogue
1 Speaker 1: So, um . . . I’m proposing to Phoebe tonight.
2 Speaker 2: Tonight?! Isn’t an engagement ring supposed to have a diamond? Oh, there it is!
3 Speaker 1: Yeah, well, being a failed scientist doesn’t pay quite as well as you might think. That’s um . . .

one seventieth of a karat. And the clarity is um . . . is quite poor.
(· · · · ·)

14 Speaker 3: Ok, my husband just gave your boyfriend some very bad advice.
Look, David is going to propose to you tonight.

15 Speaker 4: Wow? Really? That’s fantastic!
16 Speaker 3: What are you serious? You wanna marry him? Wha . . . What about Mike?
17 Speaker 4: Oh, ok, you want me to marry Mike? Alright, well, let’s just gag him and handcuff him and

force him down the aisle. I can just see it: “Mike, do you take Phoebe . . . ” You know, it’s
every girl’s dream!

18 Speaker 3: Do you really think marrying someone else is the right answer?
19 Speaker 4: Sure! Look, ok, bottom line: I love Mike . . . David! David. I love David. Don’t look at me

that way, Roseanne Roseannadanna!
Argument pair GT Trigger Generated Triggers Relation Type

GenTr (T5) GenTr (BART) GenTr (w/rel)
R1 (Speaker 1, Speaker 4) boyfriend boyfriend boyfriend boyfriend per:girl/boyfriend
R2 (Speaker 4, Mike) love boyfriend boyfriend love per:positive_impression

6. Conclusions

This paper explored simple yet effective methods in dialogue relation extraction by
introducing prompt-based fine-tuning and the trigger generation approach. Also, their
effectiveness is analyzed with additional experiments. In particular, unlike the previous
extractive approach, we adopted the generative approach for the trigger generation module
and compared the efficacy of the generated triggers between representative generative
pre-trained language models (PLMs), i.e., BART and T5. The generated triggers have shown
more significant effects in the few-shot setting compared to the full-shot setting, specifically
when the shot K is 8. However, due to the insufficiency of ground-truth triggers for training,
there still are points to improve the trigger generation module in the future. In addition,
the prompt-based approach, including the prompt manual initialization method, which
considers the prior distributional knowledge, demonstrated its effectiveness, showing
significant performance improvements compared to the baseline model.

To summarize, this study aimed to directly exploit the model’s implicit knowledge in
the dialogue relation extraction task through the utilization of a trigger-generation method
and a prompt-based approach and guide the model to clues about relational facts. To
this end, attempts were conducted to utilize generative models, add soft prompts, and
deliberately initialize inserted prompts. Furthermore, motivated by the observations, it
is expected to improve task performance by utilizing more diverse generative models for
enriching the quality of generated triggers in future work.
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